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Abstract
This qualitative study explored the experiences of clients using the
Vidaview Life Story Board during personal therapy. LSB is a visual interview tool
that consists of a colourful board, sets of cards, markers, and a notation system.
The research hypothesis is that the LSB may help overcome clients’
discomfort in the disclosure of difficult life events and experiences.
The data from clients (N=7) was collected through follow-up interviews
after the sessions with the LSB. Two resulting themes, Role Play and Speaking
Inside Out, explored the impact of the visual structure as well as how
communication patterns were differently valuable compared to traditional
therapy.

From data collected from therapists (N=6) through two focus groups

two themes emerged related to the therapists' assumptions about disclosure
during therapy sessions: what clients reported in this study, and the effect of the
LSB's visual structure.
The LSB can depict a great number of factors affecting client’s life. This
visual tool used in sessions became an integral part of the therapeutic process
with active participation of client and therapist. Participant clients created a visual
representation of their difficult life events and experiences in an organized way in
a process of co-construction with the therapists, to improve their understanding
of what had happened to the client.
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Preface
I first heard about the Life Story Board (LSB) as a visual interview tool in
2008 in the “Health Systems in Developing Countries” graduate course which I
took as an occasional student in the Community Health Sciences Department at
the University of Manitoba (U of M). Dr. Rob Chase presented his experience
developing it for use in pilot tests in Sri Lanka and Uganda as an alternative to
conventional interview and questionnaire approaches in field research with waraffected children. What caught my attention at that time were two aspects of the
LSB that were novel and useful for people who have difficulties or fears in talking
about difficult life experiences. The first was how using the LSB play board on a
table decreased the face-to-face interaction between therapist and client. The
second feature was how the visual symbols and cards could ‘encode’ the verbal
content in a way that allowed for privacy and anonymity.
When in December 2008 Dr. Chase held the first LSB training workshop in
Winnipeg, I had the opportunity to be among the trainees. In 2009 as research
assistant on a project led by Dr. Chase with the Winnipeg School Division, I
conducted brief follow-up interviews with all the participating students. This
research project assessed the feasibility of using the LSB in the setting of school
counsellors and mostly focused on the training of the counsellors and their
uptake of the LSB as a clinical tool (Robert Chase, Medina, & Mignone, 2012).
For my thesis research I chose to extend the formative research on the LSB tool
and focus on the client’s experience of the LSB session using qualitative
9
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methods. After working on the earlier research project, I was interested in
clients’ experience of LSB, with particular focus on clients’ disclosure of difficult
life experiences, events, and traumatic situations leading the clients to seek
clinical help.

10
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The LSB was created and developed by Dr. Rob Chase in community
research with children in war-affected communities in Sri Lanka (Robert Chase,
2000). The original version adapted the genogram (McGoldrick, Gerson, & Petry,
2008) into an activity played on a sheet with large cards and markers to generate
a pictorial display of a person’s family, relationships, and health status. An
elaboration of this was rendered into an activity conducted by a counsellor with
children in the Butterfly Peace Garden, an expressive arts program in Batticaloa,
Sri Lanka, and tested in pre- and post-sessions with 20 children (Robert Chase,
2000). In 2004 the LSB was pilot tested in Winnipeg, Canada with refugee
children in collaboration with Medecins Sans Frontieres Canada. Demonstrations
of the LSB were conducted in sessions with Aboriginal Bachelor Social Work
students at the University of Manitoba. In 2007 the LSB was pilot tested by War
Child Canada with groups of school children in internally displaced person camps
in Northern Uganda. In post-session feedback, Acholi children, both boys and
girls, indicated a positive experience with the LSB (Robert Chase, 2008).
By this stage, the LSB system was being developed as a tool for
therapists, counsellors, and other helping professions in the North American
context. In 2009 Dr. Chase undertook a small research project to assess the LSB
as an interview tool for Winnipeg high school counsellors for use with newcomer
students with literacy and cultural challenges. The goal of the qualitative research
project was to assess its feasibility and usefulness in the school setting.
11
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The feasibility study confirmed that the tool is amenable to clinical use in
the schools, for assessment or therapy purposes, and may have more general
application across a variety of settings (Robert Chase et al., 2012). The study
also provided valuable information on how to improve on the LSB prototype used
in the study. This led to considerable revisions with the LSB board reduced in
size by 60% and the cards magnetized.
Figure 1 illustrates some of the contributing factors mediating the
experience of difficult lived events that determine whether this leads to the
individual attending a clinical therapy session. These include but are not limited
to: a) the event as experienced by the subject within the contexts of culture,
history, personality, and relationships; b) the individual’s resilience or vulnerability
to cope with its impact; c) the changes and resultant effects over time; and d) the
filters and steps an individual seeking help goes through to make a connection
with a counsellor or therapist. The researcher’s interest lies in this latter stage
within a therapy session, that is, as the individual shares their life situation and
past with the therapist, whether or not he/she discloses a specific event, and to
what extent the LSB process facilitates disclosure in the therapy setting.

12
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Figure 1. Contributing factors that may lead clients to seek clinical assistance

In June 2011 Dr. Chase was invited to train a group of therapists at Mount
Carmel Clinic (MCC) in the use of the LSB. The present research project began
in the months that followed the MCC training.
MCC is a not for profit organization located in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada
that delivers primary medical and social services largely to residents of the North
End (population 55,240, 2010) and the Point Douglas area (population 2,260,
2010), an inner city area of Winnipeg (total population 633,000, 2006) which
includes proportionately more urban poor, urbanized First Nations People, new
immigrants, and refugee populations. With respect to other health determinants,
13
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the population has less formal education and lower income levels than other
areas in Winnipeg (WRHA, 2010).
MCC provides therapy services through four programs: a) Primary Care, b)
Multicultural Wellness Program (immigrant, refugee, and trauma), c) Aboriginal
Focus, and d) Assertive Community Treatment (mental health for homeless
adults). Counselling predominately focuses on adapting to a new life in Canada,
relationship and family concerns, managing negative thoughts and emotions,
dealing with loss and grief, dealing with crisis, anxiety, depression, trauma, and
self-awareness and self-esteem (MCC, 2013).

Conceptual Framework of the LSB Process of Sharing and Disclosure
Figure 2 illustrates the conventional mode of interaction in “talk therapy”
whereby face-to-face conversation between client and therapist draws out
aspects of difficult life experiences. The client, during the therapy session, talks
about things he/she remembers or wants to talk about.
This process takes place in no particular order as things, events, or
experiences come to mind. The therapist receives the information the client has
shared and seeks to understand. Then client and therapist discuss together. The
therapist does not observe the client outside of the therapy. The process is
meant to assist the client outside of the therapeutic setting, in his or her regular
life (Tsai et al., 2009).

14
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Figure 2. Conventional interaction in talk therapy (Rob Chase, 2012)
This conventional interaction is in contrast to the interactions of an LSB
session as illustrated in Figure 3. Elements of the client’s past and the
interrelated issues are depicted on the LSB and shared with the therapist as well
as coming into view for the client(s). This characterization of the client’s story
enables other ‘pathways’ or dimensions to the ‘conversation,’ visual and verbal,
and opens up for the client a ‘reflective’ process related to his/her own
externalized material. It also allows for an observational process by the therapist
viewing the unfolding of the storyboard within a therapy session. The layers on
the LSB are developed through the therapy session by formation of the client’s
lifescape.
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In this process there are two dimensions that become evident by
visualizing the LSB with the client’s life story: reflection by the client and
comprehension by the therapist. The therapist guides the session and the client
tells and reconstructs the story. Through this process the client reflects on his/her
life, as projected onto the LSB, thereby visualizing the scene from outside, and
the therapist facilitates the reconstruction of the client’s life story. This process
generates a therapeutic relationship based on understanding and dialogue
between client and therapist. According to Farber (2003) both therapist and
client are active in the therapy setting, observing and interpreting clients’
thoughts, feelings, and behaviour, and both participate to co-create meaning and
observe the nature of what is being created. (Farber, 2003)

Figure 3. Conceptual Framework Interaction in Therapy with the LSB (Rob
Chase, 2012)
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Three (3) paths of communication are formulated between the LSB, the
therapist, and the client, in the sense that the LSB presents an externalized recreation of the client’s own past and inner world, different from their subjective
awareness of one’s self, that can ‘speak’ and ‘respond’ in the process of the
session. In an LSB session there is the dialogical process, the verbal exchange
between therapist and client; the reflective aspect of the client visualizing his/her
own lifescape; and the therapist’s comprehension of new aspects to the client
that emerge in the process of storyboarding. These three pathways may reconfigure and facilitate levels of comfort whereby the client is able to experience
change during the session as they disclose difficult life events. (See description
in the literature review).

17
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Chapter II Literature Review

This chapter provides an overview of the literature related to visual tools
used by therapists to assist clients with disclosure. In addition it presents
definitions of disclosure, life event, and lived experience, as applied in this study.
The literature search initially looked for the experience of therapy clients
disclosing difficult life events through the use of visual tools. However, since
virtually no literature to such specification was found, the search turned to a
review of different kinds of visual tools used in therapy and how they have been
studied. Most of the literature found is related to visual tools used with children;
nonetheless, this is relevant to the present study.
The literature reviewed basically defines terms related to the research,
describes visual tools used to assist clients during therapy sessions, and
examines four common elements for therapy as described by Miller (1997) that
are present in the LSB process during therapy sessions (S. D. Miller, Duncan, &
Hubble, 1997a). These elements include the extra therapeutic factors (outside or
apart from the client’s interaction with the therapist), the therapeutic relationship
(client and therapist together), therapeutic techniques used, and the expectations
and hope for change.

18
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Difficult Life Events and How They Are Experienced
Difficult life events are experienced in a personal, historical, natural or
relational context. For this study it is important to be clear on the difference
between a difficult event and the subjective experience of that event. It can be
described as follows: in a personal context, for example, the event of losing a
family member is experienced in a different way by each person and also affects
each one differently.
For the purposes of this research the definition of ‘difficult life event’ is one
that gives rise to trauma. Trauma is defined as an experience or set of
experiences that disconnects a person from what is known and familiar and
prevents a person from accessing knowledge that would help to counteract the
effects (White, 2004). Trauma is a subjective experience where the severity of an
individual event or the duration of multiple events has an individual impact.
For example, the event may be a historical issue like the Holocaust, which
took place in the 1940s. It was experienced by millions of people who
experienced starvation, torture, physical and emotional threat, and/or harassment
or worse. To this day, it still profoundly affects survivors and their relatives.
Another kind of event could be a natural disaster like a tsunami or manmade
disaster such as the September 11, 2001 terrorist attack in New York. Depending
on the magnitude of the event, sometimes other events can take place within it.
In a tsunami many people are killed, so people lose family members, while others
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may lose a body part or their good health, or the destruction impacts their
economic livelihood; everyone is affected in different ways.
Individuals exposed to or who experienced difficult life events often feel
personal discomfort with the disclosure of sensitive information and details
(ReligiousTolerance.org, 2010). Particularly those with significant trauma may
have difficulty with verbalization and experience grief, depression and/or
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). People may develop emotional distress
when they face a situation similar to their past difficult experience. They try to
avoid remembering the experience. They may have an exaggerated startled
response, a hard time falling or staying asleep, and trouble concentrating.
(American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, 1999; Breslau, 2004)

Disclosure
In psychotherapy the assumption is that verbal disclosure of difficult
events would bring beneficial results to clients. Therapists, regardless of their
orientation, believe that verbalizing emotional events is therapeutic (Pennebaker
& Susman, 1988).
Self-disclosure refers to the level that one person expresses information
about him/herself to another person.
Disclosure is beneficial because it puts an end to the behavioral inhibition
that prevents clients from disclosing information about a past event. Pennebaker
20
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and colleagues (1988) proposed that disclosure encompasses the construction of
a coherent and efficient processing of information by adding a verbal-linguistic
component (Pennebaker, Kiecolt-Glaser, & Glaser, 1988).
Berger (2008) refers to a number of aspects affecting a client’s disclosure,
including biological, familial and cultural dynamics, issues of disgrace, client
goals, resistance, and accessibility (Berger, 2008). Stiles (1994) also writes
about aspects that affect disclosure: statements about personal topics such as
family, sex, or emotional pain (Stiles, 1994).
Disclosure is certainly affected by worry. Thomas (1985) in Borkevec
(1995) in his preliminary exploration describes how disclosure and worry differ
and how each dimension appears to be crucially related to whether or not
therapeutic emotional processing occurs. Worrying about emotional events is a
feature of inhibition. In contrast, emotional disclosure is disinhibitory, reassures
emotional experience, draws on deeper meanings related to emotional
experience, stimulates visualization of present-moment experiencing of past
events, all of which facilitate emotional change (Borkovec, Roemer, & Kinyon,
1995).
Paine and Hansen (2002) found that prolonged postponement in
disclosure and nondisclosure of abuse are common (Paine & Hansen, 2002).
Victims of Violence, an organization that provides long term support and
guidance to victims of violent crime, state that disclosure may generate levels of
distress that the individuals are unable to control when asked openly about the
21
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abuse (Victims of Violence, 2012). These effects also occur when children have
witnessed community violence (L. S. Miller, Wasserman, Neugebauer, GormanSmith, & Kamboukos, 1999; Richard Neugebauer, 1999). Adolescents and adults
alike may benefit from revealing their past experiences (Hemenover, 2003).
Hemenover examined the impact of disclosing trauma: resilient self-perceptions
and psychological distress. Hemenover looked for disclosure of traumatic life
events, distress including depression, interpersonal sensitivity, and anxiety. Fifty
women were asked to respond to a pre- and post-test partially using the
Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (Stiles, 1987) to measure psychological and
emotional distress. Resilient self-perception was measured using the Scales of
Psychological Well-Being (van Dierendonck, 2004).The study suggested that
aside from reducing psychological distress, disclosing trauma changed personal
perception and reinforced resilient coping; telling the story had a positive
influence on the teller.

Visual Tools and Methods to Express Life Events and Experiences
Researchers, therapists, and other counsellors assist their clients using
different approaches. Psychotherapeutic techniques permit the client to play,
speak, draw, or write about the life event. Malchiodi (2013) stated that expressive
therapies are a great help for patients for whom “talking cure” was impractical
(Malchiodi, 2013). She did an extensive review and description of techniques that
involve expressive therapies. However, only a few were visual tools. According to
22
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Malchiodi, the reporting of a non-difficult experience is generally more complete,
more organized, and more accurate when the event was directly experienced by
a child than when the child has only been told about some event.
There is little literature about qualitative and quantitative visual tools that
assist clients to disclose information about difficult life events and that reduce
interviewee discomfort during therapy sessions. Nor is there extensive literature
about instruments that use a visual play board, set of cards, and markers to
facilitate interviewing persons exposed to difficult events. This virtual absence of
literature on visual methods that assist persons to disclose life events suggests
that this is a substantial area not yet explored.
Genogram. The Genogram, which is a family tree over three generations,
reveals certain life events as well as showing the ties between children, their
parents, and their grandparents. The genogram indicates the dates of marriage,
birth, death, and other important events in the family history. It is an instrument of
analysis of the family structure that allows a rapid and concise graphic image. It
helps one to see how family members interact with each other and the
relationships and ruptures that have occurred. The genogram can also display
the recurrence of illnesses and social problems across generations as well as
destructive patterns of behavior. The genogram can include additional people
that play a role in the family’s activities like close friends, clergy, colleagues, and
neighbours (McGoldrick et al., 2008).
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Figure 4. Example of a Genogram. (McGoldrick et al., 2008)

Sandtray. Sandtray is a play therapy intervention used with clients of all
ages. Lowenfeld (1979) first developed the therapeutic modality of sand trays
and miniature figures in seeking to assist young clients to express themselves.
Kalff (1981) modified the Sandtray adding Jungian traditional “Talk therapy,” and
clients became aware of their unknown desires by using symbols. In Sandtray,
clients express themselves using miniature figures selected from collections of
hundreds about two inches in height, placed in a tray 20 inches by 30 inches by 3
inches deep filled with sand. Manipulating these symbols and small figures
facilitates communication with nonverbal clients (Homeyer & Sweeney, 2011).
Cattanach (2009) documents a session with the Sandtray which includes a
24
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photograph of the tray and goes on to describe narrative therapy approaches
used in play therapy to help children express and explore their experiences of life
through an exchange of ideas and thoughts about stories (Cattanach, 2009).

Figure 5. Example of a Sandtray session. (Skaar, 2014)

The Lifeline Chart. The Lifeline Chart was developed by the Eos Life
Work Resource Centre to monitor stress and change; it encourages clients to
think of earlier life events, reflect on formative influences, people, events, past
and recent life changes, and how one’s life moves on.

25
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Figure 6. Lifeline Chart (The Eos Life~Work Resource Centre, 1999)

On the Lifeline Chart, time runs horizontally, from the date of birth to the
present, with ages listed in 5 or 10 year intervals as appropriate. The upper
section of the chart, above the ‘O.K.’ line, is ‘Good Times’ (marked with dates
and notes), and below the ‘O.K.’ line is ‘Distress’ for difficult life events. One’s
‘lifeline’ is drawn accordingly like a temperature chart (The Eos Life~Work
Resource Centre, 1999)
The Tree of Life. The Tree of Life is a tool that increased the facility
progress of children talking about their own lives. It has children draw their own
tree and label it with themes like where they come from (their roots), their
personal wishes and ideas, and their thoughts about their intelligence and
abilities. Additionally, it includes people in their present lives placed on the tree’s
26
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branches. When used with adults they start by drawing their cultural and social
histories in the roots, where they have come from, their family origins, those who
have taught them most in life, their religious roots, etc. The ground includes
where they live and what they are doing now, then the strengths and skills are
represented on the main trunk of the tree, which may be identified by what others
have observed of them, and stories are then told about how these skills have
been developed. Lastly, hopes and dreams for the future are put in the branches
of the trees, with the names of significant people from the present and past on
different leaves, including gifts that the person has been given on the fruits of the
tree.

Figure 7. Example of the Tree of Life (Denborough, 2008)
27
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The tree of Life is a process of narrative questioning; participants are invited to
build rich descriptions of their lives, to identify their resources and skills, to
explain the social history of how these developed and how these can lead them
towards their desired future. This tool has been used with a great variety of
people: groups of immigrants, refugees, and individual children who have
suffered domestic violence, neglect, physical or psychological abuse by their own
families (Denborough, 2008).
Human Figure Drawing (HFD). HFD is a method of data collection that
reveals emotional indicators. It is used with children and is followed by an
analysis of their drawings. This technique of data collection shows the
individual’s self-esteem, anxieties, attitudes, and conflicts. The child is asked to
draw a person (free style) on an 8 1/2 × 11" blank piece of paper and with a #2
pencil. It usually takes about 10 minutes but there is no time restriction. After that
the drawing is evaluated through 29 emotional indicators that are correlated with
anxiety and conflict. For example, big hands, no eyes, or slanting figure are
found more often in drawings of children with emotional and behavior problems
than in children without these (Koppitz, 1984; McGoldrick et al., 2008). The study
of a HFD is limited to children and young adolescents; it was included in the
literature review as a tool that can assist therapists to identify areas to work with
their clients.

28
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Figure 8. Example of the HFD. (Koppitz, 1984)

Skybo’s research (2005) was included in particular to show how complex it
is to get people to disclose difficult life events. In her investigation of 63 U.S.
school age children from low income areas, in a cross sectional, correlation
design she used seven open-ended questions for an interview. Answers were
organized by frequency of mention and coded, and a human figure was drawn.
Then two questionnaires were used to describe children's exposure to violence
and their bio-psychosocial responses. It was estimated that more than 70% had
witnessed domestic violence, assaults, arrests, drug deals, gang violence, and
shootings among which 14.3% appeared scared to talk about their family or
29
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neighborhood during the interview (Skybo, 2005). Those who had been sexually
abused might not have disclosed due to fear of rejection, being disbelieved, or
being reprimanded.
Therapists may not be aware of the benefits that visual tools can offer or
their uses. Neil (2011) has compiled in a website a great number of tools,
instruments, and questionnaires for research and evaluation of intervention
programs; only a few make some use of a ‘game board’ (Neil, 2011).
The Life Map. The Life Map was used by First Steps Training &
Development (FSTD) and includes drawing a “map” of a participant’s life where
one can comment on events, people, or places he/she thinks are important.
Later each person has to report on their creations and significant life events are
shared (First Steps Training & Development, 2011). FSTD is an organization
dedicated to assist companies and their employees.
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Figure 9. Example of the Life Map
.
Darryl is a cartoon-based instrument used to collect reports from children
and parents to measure posttraumatic stress and was created by Richard
Neugebauer (1999).
The cartoons represent an eight year old boy. Each graphic depicts a PTSD
symptom and the interviewer reads a script describing the symptom content per
graphic. It is a visual graphic tool that allows the therapist to measure symptoms
of re-experiencing, avoidance, and arousal. Darryl contains 19 items, divided into
the three symptoms represented in graphics and measured in a multiple choice
answer: "never"' (0), "some other time" (1998), and "a lot of the time." The script
vocabulary and the visual nature of the cartoon material make Darryl suitable for
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children 6 years and older. Darryl was intended both as a measure of the
frequency of posttraumatic stress symptoms and as a possible screening
instrument to identify children with a high probability of meeting the DSM-IV
diagnosis of PTSD.

Figure 10. Example of Darryl Cartoon (Neugebauer et al., 1999).
An Eco-map. The ecological maps, or ecomaps, were developed by
Hartman in 1975 as a process of depicting the ecological system that
incorporates a family or individual (Hartman, 1995).
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Figure 11 Example of Eco-map

(Kosman, 2008)

The Ecomap is a paper and pencil graphical representation that displays
all of the systems in an individual's life. It organizes data about the family system
in space and time by diagramming family relationships. It also facilitates the
interviewing and intervention process. Both the therapist and the client can refer
to it during the session.
Life Story Board. The LSB is used to construct a visual representation of
a person’s life situation, including personal, family, and community views using a
colourful magnet-receptive board and a kit with sets of cards, markers, and a
notation system to ‘translate’ narrative or life story information into a ‘lifescape’ in
a process of co-construction by the interviewer (therapist ‘guide’) and the
interviewee (client ‘storyteller’). LSB is a way to externalize and reflect on
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memories and feelings, which may help in cases where conventional verbal
interview approaches in therapy are difficult. Figure 3 presents the LSB before a
session begins. Figure 4 illustrates what the LSB looks like after a therapy
session using it and its components.
The LSB is a 19” x 26” tri-fold magnet-receptive play board marked with
three fields: Personal ‘Self’ (yellow); Family & close ones (Wisdom, Cavaleri,
Onwuegbuzie, & Green); and Community and other social circles (blue) The LSB
toolkit consists of 20 sets of elements that feature in life story narratives; for
example, persons, dwellings, events, acts, feelings, roles, death, departures, and
physical and mental health. Information on the LSB is without obvious personal
identifiers.

Figure 12. LSB before a therapy session (Rob Chase, 2012)
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Figure 13. Life Story Board Kit

Figure 14. LSB Lifescape example 1 (adult)
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Figure 15. LSB Lifescape example 2 (American Academy of Child and
Adolescent Psychiatry)
The Use of the LSB
The therapist determines which sets of elements to use in a session
based on factors such as the client’s age, the setting and intention of the session,
therapeutic modality, and personal style. Elements can be introduced in a
methodical directive way, or more spontaneously in response to the narrative as
it unfolds. As the session progresses, both therapist and client add pieces
according to what they are co-constructing. For example, if they are talking about
relationships, a diamond shaped ‘Interaction card’ and guide sheet with an open
selection of symbols to represent interactions like love, in love, hostile, discord,
manipulative, supportive, and so on are used (Appendix A). The LSB has a set
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of Role cards; for example, for roles of emotional comfort, spiritual guide, role
model, worry, and trust (Appendix B).

Therapeutic Elements in Psychotherapy
In a meta-analysis, Miller and colleagues (1997), working to unify and demystify the language of psychotherapy, irrespective of theoretical orientation,
concluded that there are always four common elements that contribute to change
in therapy. Those elements are extra therapeutic factors, the therapy relationship
between client and therapist, the therapeutic technique, and expectancy and
hope (S. D. Miller et al., 1997a)
What was of more importance, and which has direct relation to this
research, was the percentage they attributed to the extra therapeutic factors
which refers to the clients and their environment (S. D. Miller et al., 1997a). As
clients are the main reason for the focus of this study, these elements will serve
as a baseline to evaluate in what ways the LSB contributes to personal
disclosure of difficult life events by clients of therapists with a visual interview
tool.
Extra-therapeutic factors. Miller and Duncan (1997) attributed for 40% of
the contribution to the positive outcome to this element which is related to the
client and his/her environment. Clients are the active drivers in the therapeutic
process (Lambert, 1992; S. D. Miller et al., 1997a). Those with great motivation,
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willing to engage in the process of self-examination and self-discovery, and move
toward desired change can treat themselves (Bohart & Tallman, 1999) and are
able to self-heal (Gonzalez, 2002; Hoener, Stiles, Luka, & Gordon, 2012).
Miller and Duncan report note the relation between the client, his/her
personal involvement of participation during the therapy, and the outcome
(Orlinsky, Grawe, & Parks, 1994). Better outcomes were significantly associated
with the client’s openness during therapy. (Yanow & Schwartz-Shea, 2006).
Therapeutic relationship. The therapeutic relationship focuses on client
and therapist together. After an extended review of articles, Miller and colleagues
conclude that 30% of the therapy outcome is attributable to relationship factors
(S. D. Miller et al., 1997a). The process of therapy and the outcome of therapy
requires considering both clients’ and therapists’ strategies, purposes, and
motivation. Both client and therapist have experiences during sessions that
include thoughts, memories, feelings, and fantasies about the session. In the
case of the client this includes the therapist and the therapy (Orlinsky, Geller,
Tarragona, & Farber, 1993). Patients who develop a positive impression of
therapy and the therapist will probably attend the next therapy session with
positive expectations and collaborate openly, experiencing a strong positive
relationship (Hartmann, Orlinsky, & Zeeck, 2011) that generates a positive
outcome.
Therapeutic technique. Therapeutic technique refers to the procedures
during the sessions. There are a great variety of techniques and tools used in
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therapy. In the Miller and Duncan research, therapeutic technique constituted
15% of the overall effect size of the therapy session. Clark (1996) refers to the
creation of meaning during the therapy to improve treatment. Issues of meaning
have been found to be of particular importance in the recovery from traumatic
experience (Clarke, 1996) and denote the client’s need to construct the meaning
of an emotionally charged experience by putting it into words (Clarke, 1996). The
client seeks to understand the meaning of an emotional experience. Chase
(2014) focuses on the creation of the meaning by putting it into visual scenarios
using the LSB. Therefore, LSB is a therapeutic technique independent of other
psychodynamics schools or orientation.
The expectancy for change. The therapist facilitates hope and positive
expectation for change by forming a meaningful relationship with clients and by
making the client an active part of the therapy. The degree to which the client
holds hope and the expectation for change is a determinant of positive outcome
independent of the other three elements, and it contributes about 15% to the
effect size (S. D. Miller, Duncan, & Hubble, 1997b).
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Purpose of the Study and Research Questions
The goal of this study was to explore and understand the experiences,
feelings, and perceptions of clients during and after therapy sessions using the
LSB. In particular, the study focused on the disclosure of difficult life events,
however these are shared. The research questions follow:


How do clients perceive LSB as a tool to facilitate communication and share
difficult life experiences?



Can clients effectively disclose difficult life events during therapy sessions
using the LSB?



How do clients describe their experience during the therapy sessions with
the LSB?



What aspects of the LSB process in the therapy session had an effect on
their experiences and perceptions using it?



From a client’s point of view, what did or did not facilitate disclosure of
difficult life events during the session with the LSB? What could have
worked better to assist the session and the process of disclosure?
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Chapter III: Methods

Research Setting
All research activities took place at Mount Carmel Clinic (MCC); this included
focus groups with therapists, therapy sessions with the LSB and clients, and
follow-up interviews.

Step 1 Training in LSB Methods
The process of training MCC therapists took place before this research
started and was not part of this study. The LSB training occurred in a two-day
workshop. The trainees received reading material regarding the LSB ahead of
time. During the workshop there were two parts. In the morning there was a
lecture about the LSB, its components, and their use. It was followed by a video
of a session and a live demonstration. In the afternoon, trainees had the
opportunity to use the LSB with a partner trainee and then they switched roles.

Step 2 Ethics Considerations
Research ethics approval was obtained from the University of Manitoba’s
Health Research Ethics Board of the Faculty of Medicine and the Board of Mount
Carmel Clinic in July 2011. The approval included an evaluation of the research
proposal, consent forms for therapists and clients, brochure for clients, the semi41
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structured interview guide for the two focus groups with therapists and for the
follow-up interviews with clients, and the guide to recording observation notes by
the therapists.
All participants in this study were fully informed about the purpose of the
study. The information related to the interview included its place and duration of
the interview. They were also informed that their participation was completely
voluntary and their decision to participate or not participate in the research study
would not affect their rights and the quality of services they receive from Mount
Carmel Clinic. Clients were informed they could withdraw at any time during the
study. The researcher met with each participant and provided a written consent
form to each participant. Once the participants had read and understood the
process of the research, they signed the consent form. A copy of the informed
consent form for individual interviews is attached as Appendix C.
All identifying information from the transcripts was removed from the data,
and each participant was assigned a unique client or therapist code. These
codes were used to attribute comments during the analysis.

Step 3 Study Design
Qualitative research generally starts by reviewing the knowledge or
understanding of what needs to be changed and confirmed. It includes various
methods of data collection: in-depth, open-ended interviews, direct observation,
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field notes, semi structured interviews, checklist, and analysis of written
documents (Manen, 2007). Qualitative data can consist of a narrative of
circumstances, observation of attitudes and behaviors, events, and situations
including direct quotes from participants (Orlinsky & Howard, 1986).
Qualitative methods are used in areas where knowledge is limited
(Creswell, 2007). In this research, the qualitative approach is appropriate given
that this is a pilot study of a novel visual tool; there is no literature about the
experiences of clients in sessions with LSB or other visual tools. A key value of
qualitative research is the extent to which it produces data to understand lived
experiences and both how and why people act in certain ways (Klassen, 2012
#54; Orlinsky, 1986 #52. Qualitative research also encourages participants to
vigorously think about the theme of the research. The qualitative interview is
useful as it allows interviewees to tell their own story in their own words
(McCracken, 1988).
A Content Analysis inquiry was selected for this study in order to capture
the meaning of how individuals perceived, interpreted, and experienced the LSB
during therapy sessions (Van Manen, 1990).The philosophical world view used in
this study is Social Constructivism. According to Creswell (2009), in this
worldview clients draw meaning out of their experiences (Clarke, 1996;Creswell,
2009; Wisdom et al., 2012). The research relies as much as possible on the
participants’ responses to open-ended questions during follow-up interviews after
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sessions with their therapist using the LSB. In the social constructivist worldview
the role of the researcher is to make sense and interpret.
Sample sizes are typically smaller in qualitative research because, as the
study goes on, acquiring more data does not necessarily lead to more
information. Saturation occurs at the point at which no new information or themes
are emerging in the data (Guest, Bunce, & Johnson, 2006). This is because one
occurrence of a piece of data, or a code, is all that is necessary to ensure that it
becomes part of the analysis framework. However, it remains true that sample
sizes that are too small cannot adequately support claims of having achieved
valid conclusions and sample sizes that are too large do not permit the deep,
naturalistic, and inductive analysis that defines qualitative inquiry (Huberman &
Miles, 1994).
Content Analysis research seeks to identify patterns of experiences by the
participants (Patton, 2005), also to reduce the amount of data in a way that the
essential contents are preserved (Mayring, 2004). Since the participants describe
during the follow-up interviews how they perceive the LSB and their way of
disclosure in an LSB session, a content analysis approach to the inquiry is most
suitable.
The researcher’s focus of content analysis inquiry considers her interest in
the clients’ description of their session during and after the use of the LSB only; it
does not extend to the actual collection of life experiences and difficult life events
that informed the LSB session’s process.
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Methods used in the research include focus groups, conversations,
observation notes, and content analysis of personal texts or narratives.
The research consisted of a baseline focus group with the MCC therapists
to discuss their clients’ behaviors during regular therapy sessions (without the
LSB), and to share their knowledge of how they deal with aspects of difficult
disclosure. Six participating therapists enrolled seven clients in the research;
these clients received a total of 24 therapy sessions with the LSB, an average of
three sessions per person. The therapists also wrote observation notes about
their clients’ behavior, attitude, body language and what they perceived as
different from a regular therapy session after the therapy session. Follow-up
interviews with the clients were completed by the researcher in order to explore
the experience they had during the LSB session, and their perception of how
using the LSB assisted or not with disclosure of difficult life events. Lastly, a
second Focus Group with therapists was conducted: the six therapists shared
both their clients’ experiences of the LSB as a visual tool, and their own
evaluations of how well the LSB contributed or not to the disclosure of difficult life
events. Consent forms were required for all participants.

Step 4 Participant Recruitment
First, the researcher met with the Director of Primary Health Care at MCC,
explained the study, and solicited interest from the group of MCC therapists who
had received LSB training in June. Only those that belong to primary care,
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Multicultural Wellness Program (MWP), aboriginal focus, and assertive
community treatment programs were invited to participate. A purposive sample
was used because clients from these four groups may have more possibility of
being afraid to talk. Informed consent forms were signed by eight therapists.
An informative poster including the purpose of the study, inclusion criteria,
details on the process, and researcher contact information was placed at the
main entrance at both MCC buildings (Appendix D).
The assistance of the therapists was requested to identify and inform
eligible clients of the study. The researcher requested a mixed sample of clients
who were in those four therapy programs. Therapists at each program identified
potential clients and informed them about the study using a brochure designed
by the researcher (Appendix E). This was done when clients were in their therapy
appointment and had agreed to participate. The therapist arranged a date and
time for the researcher to meet the clients, explain the research and respond to
questions, then provide detailed information about the study and obtain consent
through the consent forms.

Step 5 Data Collection
Data was collected from focus groups with participating therapists
(baseline and final), written observation notes by therapists from therapy
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sessions using the LSB, and follow-up interviews with clients after the LSB
sessions.
Baseline focus group. A focus group is a meeting used to explore
people's knowledge and experiences on a theme (Kitzinge, 1995). It is a
qualitative data collection method valuable in assisting researchers to learn about
a group as well as about the variety of perspectives that exist within it.
Discussion is commonly directed by a moderator who guides the dialogue in
order to obtain information related to the theme. It also can be used to generate
data for the research. In some cases, during the analysis of this data, the focus
group allows for reorientation of the research (International, 2005).
The main objective of the baseline focus group was to have a dialogue
about the therapists’ knowledge and experience with therapy clients, including
observations related to their clients’ feelings while remembering or talking about
life events, and how they as therapists facilitate optimal conditions for disclosure
and sharing.
MCC Therapists were invited to voluntarily take part in the first focus
group session. Participants were informed about the objective of the study and all
signed the consent forms (Appendix F). The main topic was primarily about
regular therapy clients and sessions, and not discussions about the LSB. The
first focus group had eight participants, six trained on LSB. In order to enrich the
data collection, two additional MCC health care professionals from the same
clinical programs but not trained on LSB, were invited to participate with the
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intention to collect more data about regular sessions. See the questionnaire
guide for the baseline focus group (Appendix G).
Final focus group (# 2). The six therapists using the LSB participated in
focus group #2 at the conclusion of the study period. This focus group was based
on discussions with therapists about their observations when clients talked about
difficult life events.

The guiding questions included descriptions of attitude,

behaviour, and engagement of participants different from other clients they had
treated before, as well as whether they thought participants felt comfortable talking
about topics like abuse, difficult life events or other related themes. See
questionnaire guide (Appendix H).
Field notes. Another method to collect qualitative data is through
observation notes to better understand behaviours, attitudes, thoughts, and
beliefs. For this study, therapists wrote notes in a format provided by the
researcher following their sessions using the LSB. Semi-structured, open-ended
and closed questions were given to assist them with the field notes by MCC
therapists (Appendix I).
Client follow-up interview. Each participant was interviewed once after
the LSB sessions. Semi-structured interviews, with open-ended questions were
prepared in advance (Appendix J). These questions can enable clients to
express views in their own words (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006).
The interview questions were based on clients’ experience with the LSB.
For example:
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How did you feel during the session with the LSB?



Did you feel that the therapist understood what you were talking about?



Were you able to disclose information about your past experiences that
you did not feel comfortable sharing or speaking about before?



Do you think that you could grow to trust the therapist?

Step 6 Data Analysis
Data was analyzed in a method congruent with that described by Corbin
and Strauss (2008) to enable the researcher to determine saturation. The data
from focus groups, interviews, transcripts and observation notes were analyzed
separately line-by-line. The transcripts were typed using Microsoft Word by
reading the entire transcripts several times, and reading the observation notes
taken during the focus groups with the therapists, and the interviews with clients
after the therapy sessions using LSB. The intention was to get an impression of
the interview(s) as a whole.
Follow-up interviews. The focus of the analysis was to better understand
the meaning of what the clients expressed during the follow-up interviews. This
was achieved by repeated listening to the audiotape interviews, transcribing them
into Microsoft Word documents, and coding each one of them. Frequent reading
of the data collected in the observation forms was completed by the therapists.
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Observation notes. The observation notes by the therapists were written
after the therapy sessions with the LSB. This analysis looked for finding new
themes or confirming previous themes.
Once all the themes were organized, descriptive statements of the
relevant information were created to illustrate the themes and how clients’
experiences and perceptions during therapy sessions with the LSB were
understood. They also indicated whether the LSB assists clients to disclose
difficult life events.
The researcher identified codes or sentences with a theme from all
interview transcripts. Throughout this process, key themes started to emerge.
The researcher inputted the codes into a Microsoft Excel sheet and categorized
them by colours. The researcher then reviewed the original transcripts and
sought to reduce the number of overlapping groups. By ongoing revisions,
reviewing transcripts, looking at observation notes, and comparing themes, final
themes were evident. In the last phase the researcher highlighted and sorted out
quotes.
In the course of the data analysis, the identification of codes, the creation
of groups by themes, and sorting out quotes, the researcher considered
questions such as


How is a session with the LSB perceived by therapy clients?



What did they like best about the LSB session?
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What did clients value most about the LSB tool and process?



Did the clients disclose personal and difficult life events that they had
never disclosed before? And if they did, why was that?
Following preliminary data analysis, the researcher reflected on the

findings and concluded the following questions:


What evidence was there that LSB as a visual tool assisted clients’
disclosure?



What do therapists using the LSB think about the behavior of their clients’
response to the sessions?
Answering these questions helped the researcher distill the main themes

from an extended list and organize the report of the findings. In accordance with
the importance given by Miller and colleagues to the four therapeutic elements,
the researcher saw how this framework served well to organize the themes,
areas of enquiry, and discussions arising in the research (S. D. Miller et al.,
1997a).

Rigour
Research findings should be as truthful as possible and the research
study should be evaluated analyzing the procedures used to generate the
findings (Graneheim & Lundman, 2004). In order to achieve scientific rigour for
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the study, four different approaches were taken into account: credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1986).
A verbatim record of the interviews and the focus groups is a key
contributor to the quality of data analysis (Patton, 2005).The researcher also tried
to capture nonverbal communication such as body language and emotional
aspects like attitude and sighs. When the researcher transcribes the interviews
directly, it provides advantages: the researcher is brought closer to the data, it
gives first-hand information, and it facilitates data analysis (Patton, 2005).
To ensure that the findings reflect accurately the themes and the groups of
information, a triangulated method consisting of independent comparison and
analysis of two or more methods and then integrating the findings (Creswell,
2009; Mays & Pope, 2000) was used. In this study the data was collected
throughout two focus groups, follow-up interviews, and observation notes from
therapy sessions with LSB. The two focus group sessions were recorded and the
interviews were audiotaped, and they were analyzed by transcribing, reading and
coding to facilitate the organization of themes related to feelings, experiences,
and perceptions, (Bertrand, Brown, & Ward, 1992). The second focus group
session also included comparison of some topics from the previous session. It
improved the accuracy, credibility, and validity of the research (Yanow &
Schwartz-Shea, 2006)
Another important approach in increasing the rigour of a qualitative study
is transferability. This is the ability of applying the findings of the study in other
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settings. Transferability can be improved by describing the research context and
its assumptions in logical order (Yanow & Schwartz-Shea, 2006). To enrich
transferability, findings were presented with abundant descriptions of participant
experiences, perceptions, and feelings about therapy sessions with the LSB.
The third and fourth approaches are dependability (the stability and
constancy of the findings over time), and confirmability (degree to which the
findings could be validated by others) (Bertrand et al., 1992); Gorden, 1998
#109), (Pennebaker & Susman, 1988). To guarantee the dependability and
confirmability in this study, one of the thesis advisory committee members with
considerable experience in conducting and analyzing qualitative data (S.McC)
read the coding follow-up interviews. The results showed a high level of
agreement about the recurrent themes arising from the interview data.

Significance of the Study
The LSB is an innovative approach to the disclosure of challenging life
events. This study will provide a better understanding of the LSB within the
clinical setting and will be foundational research of an innovation in the
therapeutic process. The findings can inform therapists across a spectrum of
disciplines and within institutions and organizations, public and private, in
considering and implementing new approaches and tools to aid their clients in
disclosing difficult life events during therapy sessions. This study makes an
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important contribution to clinical practice research and to the development of LSB
training and evaluation.

The Research Project Schedule
In June 2011 the research proposal was submitted to REB and was
approved in that month. Therapists at MCC were trained in the LSB in June
2011, and they started to use it in their own practice. The research started with
the first focus group which took place in July 2011.

Figure 16. Research Methods and Schedule
In March 2012 the research was interrupted when the researcher took a
year of maternity leave. The research was reactivated in March 2013. Several
meetings were programmed to refresh the participant therapists on LSB,
especially those who had not implemented or used the LSB.
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The follow-up interviews with clients were conducted between June 2013
and December 2013. Figure 5 describes the timeline of the research. The clients
are represented with blue, the therapist with yellow, and the researcher with
orange.
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Chapter IV: Findings

This chapter has been divided into three sections, the first of which
describes the characteristics of participants-both clients and therapists. The
second section is about the follow-up interviews with clients and the themes and
information collected about how LSB as a visual tool assists disclosure. The third
section is about the focus groups with therapists discussing what they think about
the LSB.
Table 1 is a summary description of the research participants.


Seven participant clients were recruited in collaboration with MCC
counsellors trained in LSB methods. Clients were drawn either from
existing registered clients or after using their first clinical appointment for
new clients.



Six MCC health therapists—all trained in LSB methods--were recruited
from four different MCC programs: Primary Care, Multicultural Wellness
Program (immigrant, refugee, and trauma), Homeless Adults, and
Aboriginal Health Promotion.



Two MCC therapists were not trained in LSB methods. They also came
from the four programs above and were invited to participate only in the
first focus group.
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Table 1. Research participants.
Participants

Methods

Methods

7 Clients

Sessions with LSB

2 Therapists

Focus group # 1

6 Therapists

Focus groups # 1 and 2

Follow up interviews

Observation notes

Characteristics of client participants. Seven clients participated in this
study, five women and two men ranging in age from 21 to 65 years with a mean
age of 44. Three of the participants were from the Primary Health Care program
and four were from MWP.
The average interview lasted 35 minutes (ranging from 23 to 65 minutes)
with the longest one conducted with a 45 year old. Since English was not the first
language of four of the clients, a translator was required.
The demographic characteristics, age, gender, first language, and country
of origin, of the participants are presented in Table 2. The table also lists the
interview duration and the number of LSB sessions they attended with their
therapist.
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Table 2. Demographic Characteristics of Participant Clients
Client

Age

Gender

Lang.

Origin

Duration

# LSB
sessions

C1

45

F

E

Canada

35’

5

C2

53

M

E

Canada

35’

3

C3

65

F

S

Chile

30’

3

C4

45

F

A

Afghanistan

65’

6

C5

21

F

A

Iraq

23’

1

C6

52

F

A

Iraq

55’

3

C7

30

M

A

Iran

55’

3

C: Clients
Gender: F: Female M: Male
Languages: E: English S: Spanish A: Arabic

Characteristics of therapist participants. None of the participants were
previously known to the researcher. Therapists participated in the research by
taking part in the baseline and final focus group and using the LSB with their
clients. Table 3 provides a summary of the therapists’ years of experience in
therapy, spoken languages, and types of instruments used in therapy, as well as
common reasons for clients to seek therapy with them.
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Table 3. Description of Participant Therapists
Ther. Experience

Lang

Therapy tools

Causes

T. 1

16 years

E

Sharing circles

Addiction, crisis intervention,
panic attacks

T. 2

20 years

E

Smudging, Meditation,
Drawing body

Child welfare, abuse,
trauma, mental health

T. 3

15 years

E&S

Ecomap

Trauma, grief and loss

T. 4

14 years

E

Ecomap

PTSD, Relationships,
depression, anxiety

T. 5

9 years

A, F, D,
K, & E

Homework

Crisis

T. 6

23 years

E

Affirmation books

Immigrants, refugees, child
protection

T. 7

21 Years

E

Medicine wheel,
purification ceremony

Trauma, depression, loss,
suicide issues

T. 8

20 years

E

Music

Residential school, trauma,
mental health

T: Therapist PTSD: post-traumatic stress disorder
Spoken Languages: E: English S: Spanish A: Arabic F: Farsi D: Dari K: Kurdish

Client Participant Responses
Participating clients who were interviewed by the researcher described
their experiences of sessions using the LSB and identified how the therapy
session went in contrast to sessions without LSB.
Guiding questions to help the participants share their experience were the
following:


What did you like and what did you not like about the LSB?
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How would you compare a therapy session with the LSB to one without it?



What kinds of emotions or personal reactions did you have after the LSB
session?



During the LSB session with a therapist, were you able to talk about new
things you had never talked about before? If so, why?



Did you feel like the therapist understood what you were talking about? If
so, why, or why not?
The following findings are based on the analysis of these data.
Two major themes emerged as shown in the summary in Table 4: “The

role play”, grounded on the LSB visual structure, and in how clients visualize
themselves, their lives, and their achievements and failures. The second theme
is “Speaking inside out.” Clients who went through the therapy sessions using the
LSB reported its effect on communication between client and therapist during the
session. The use of the LSB allowed for clients’ disclosure to occur more easily.
Participant quotations taken directly from interview transcripts have been
used to illustrate the findings with a few changes for clarification and to protect
the identity of participants.
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Table 4. Summary of Major Themes in Interviews
Theme
1. Role Play
- LSB Visual Structure
2. Speaking Inside out
- Effective Communication
- Feeling of Comfort
- Clients’ Disclosure with the LSB

Role Play
Clients noted that it is easier for them to see themselves from the outside
using the LSB. The LSB allowed the clients to place their life on the Board and
visualize what they have done. As a result they found this was an opportunity to
look for improvement and change. Other clients mentioned that they were able to
visualize feelings and relationships. This is complex in the sense that people
usually visualize situations as well as their feelings that go with the experience.
With the LSB they were also able to visualize multiple connections and
relationships with family, friends and other people at the same time.
(Without LSB) "So it was really hard and stuff, didn’t wanna talk, it was
just kinda you know in a shell. But using story board it gave you the role
play where you can talk it out, so it really helped."
“It was just more easy to role play it instead of keeping it inside, it was just,
it was easy to model what you wanna say and how to say it and stuff and
that’s what the story board”
(Client 1)
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"it was like a movie but in this case you were the director" "I start to picture
things and then I realize that you [the witnessing therapist] know that all
the issues that I was going through"
(Client 4)

"everything was there, like my ex-wife and everything, which I didn’t like
talking about my ex-wife, but as we put all of these things in progress and
everything on the board, it – I could see my life right there".
(Client 2)

The LSB visual structure assists the clients with the process of
remembering the past by visualizing their life on the LSB in an organized way,
including placing events and experiences in chronological order. They also
mentioned how they could look back to the past and also project themselves into
the future, most likely because they were able to visualize what they were talking
about.
"At the beginning, I found it, I was remembering these things even when I
went home I was constantly remembering all these things and I didn’t like
it because again it’s going back to the past, again remembering these
things, again it’s a reminder I lived in a mess, yes it was painful"
(Client 6)

"It was a lot easier with it yeah. Like there was a lot of stuff that I didn’t
wanna remember or I forgot, but with the LSB it was easy, everything just
came back to you."
(Client 2)
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"to understand our past and stuff, what our future might look like"
(Client 1)
"At first I was a little nervous about telling anybody about my past. Like I’m
not ashamed about it, but I just didn’t wanna talk about my past, I just
wanted to keep it inside me. But with the life board everything came out
easier."
(Client 2)
"Because you retell the things that have happened to you and you put
them like that"
(Client 3)

Speaking Inside out
The clients felt comfortable using the LSB during the therapy session and
were able to disclose a larger amount of difficult life events. All seven clients
were in agreement that the process of communication during the therapy session
was facilitated by using the LSB. The clients felt that the LSB helped the
therapists to understand them better. In this way, the process of communication
and the relationship between the client and the therapist became stronger.
"I spoke everything I needed to say on it and what has happened, what
hasn’t happened and everything I have overcome and there I would just
keep telling it;"
(Client 3)

"This counseling session and in particular with this board that they use I
saw different things, I experienced different situation, I talked about the
problems different"
(Client 4)
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"When we didn’t use story board, everything stayed inside; it was hard to
talk, about feelings and stuff, and the stuff that’s happening for the past
and to our future."
(Client 1)

"When you put the fact on the board in a way it’ll lead the person to
engage and share whatever is inside them"
"Sometimes when you go to the therapist or to counselling, there are
things you don’t want to share you just keep inside you—you’re not
sharing you know, in a regular session" "But with that (LSB), it makes you
engaged and share this information. So in a way it forces people to share
this information."
(Client 7)

Feeling comfortable. Five clients out of seven described feeling
uncomfortable initially in the first session with the LSB, either because they did
not understand what the LSB was or it was new to them, or because they disliked
what they observed about themselves on the board, perhaps because they were
unable to confront their previous behaviour The other two clients felt comfortable
with it right away. Once the session progressed, all clients felt comfortable.

"First I was a little scared to do the life story and then as we went through
it, it got easier, I felt at ease I was willing to say anything truthfully."
(Client 2)
"it was scary! So at the beginning I had this feeling of being anxious and I
wasn’t sure what was going on with this board"
"so then I started to like it and then I felt comfortable with that"
"If I compare myself at the beginning, you know that feeling of sad, or lost,
or afraid or just not being myself. So when I comparing myself to before
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the session and now. I did I look at my life from a different perspective—a
different lens—that gives me a good feeling. It’s positive."
(Client 4)

"The only time I disliked it was the first time when we used it because I
was shocked because I saw the mess I was in and how I wasn’t going
anywhere and how I was stuck"
"That’s the only time I had discomfort but after that I wanted to use it and I
wanted to continue."
(Client 6)

Clients’ disclosure with the LSB. Since disclosure is essential to this
study, all seven clients were quoted. Six clients out of seven disclosed difficult
life experiences for the first time ever in their lives to their therapists during the
session using the LSB. They all felt that this act of sharing was significant and
positive, whether as catharsis or indicative of the strength of the therapeutic
relationship. Client seven had previously shared everything with his wife. During
the session he was able to retell the events and what he experienced, and he
was also able in his own way to release what he could not say to his brother
before he was killed.
"Just to discuss about past things like with my ex and childhood and stuff
and that happened”
(Client 1)

“I never ever talked about it and with the life board it made it easier for me
to tell my counselor everything about it, which I never did."
(Client 2)
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“I told her many things that happened with my ex-husband and all those
things that only she knows."
(Client 3)

“there are moments that I thought that I didn’t say this to anybody, but I
said it there; I shared it."
(Client 4)

Client 5 was not very expressive; however, what she meant in her answer
was that she was able to disclose something important to her therapist and no
one other than her and the therapist could know what that was.
"that’s happened. That’s happened to me. I told my counsellor something
new."
(Client 5)

"I am very close to my mother—there are things that are between me and
my husband in my life I wasn’t able to share that with my mother, but I was
able to share that with my counsellor he is the only one who knows"
(Client 6)

"My story no one else knows my story, the actual details of the story of
what happened to my brother and what I went through myself. Only my
wife knows all the details and all these events.
And when I was on the LSB I was kind of forced or encouraged to let
these things out that no one else knows about—just me and my wife."
(Client 7)
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All seven clients shared that after disclosing difficult life experiences
during the session with the LSB, they felt good, “more at peace,” uplifted, and
freer.
"more feeling at peace that when we leave it’s like a big thing lifted off our
shoulders and, like it just gave you that inner peace that we worked
something out and that everything just wound on the back shelf kind of
thing and we left without you know sigh, you know like happy and stuff"
(Client 1)

“I had a whole bunch of lifts on my – a heavy shoulders, and after using it,
I felt good. I felt easier and, I really felt good using it because it lifted a lot
of weight off my shoulders”.
(Client 2)

"without it, I kept a lot of stuff inside anger and sadness and everything
inside me and stuff that I wanted to go and stuff, so the story board really
helped to do that"
(Client 4)

Therapists’ Discussion in Focus Groups
The therapists that participated in the baseline focus group enumerated
the reasons for clients to attend therapy: PTSD, relationship problems,
depression, anxiety, crisis, residential school, trauma, mental health, child
welfare, abuse, grief and loss, child protection, suicide issues, addiction, crisis
intervention, and panic attacks.
Overall the therapists conducted approximately 24 sessions with the LSB
with the participation of the seven clients recruited into the study. The LSB was
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also used with some clients who were not participants in this study and there
were some in that group for whom it did not work for various reasons. One of the
clients was in grief and only wanted to talk. Another client felt he did not have
time for the LSB. One of the therapists said she will not use the LSB with a client
in crisis because the mental condition of the client at that specific time would
make it difficult for them to concentrate on the LSB.
The six therapists used the LSB after the first or second appointment.
They started the process by getting to know the clients and their concerns, after
which four of them made the decision to use or not use the LSB. In contrast, the
other two felt they could use the LSB in any kind of situation.
During the final focus group, therapists were asked about how they used
the LSB during the therapy sessions. They mentioned different uses; for
instance, one used it for discussing domestic violence, and another for behaviour
modification. Among other uses one therapist said she used it to set future goals
and the kinds of steps that person would take to set the goals. Another
mentioned using the LSB to identify the family and friends in the individual’s life,
and one found that it helped in identifying strengths, problems, and solutions.
Two major themes emerged from the focus groups: the LSB’s visual structure-how it facilitates the process of communication and how comfortable or
uncomfortable the therapist feels while using the LSB, and the therapists'
assumptions about disclosure during therapy sessions--how the number of
personal life events disclosed by clients is underestimated. The therapists
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assumed that clients always disclose when they are in their therapy sessions.
However, the participant clients reported that in fact they disclosed more with the
LSB than they would have in conventional therapy sessions without the LSB, and
that they disclosed difficult life events never disclosed before to anyone. Table 5
presents the two major themes and the subthemes obtained from the analysis of
the data.
Table 5. Summary of Major Themes in Focus Groups
Theme
LSB Visual Structure
-

Process of Communication
Therapist Comfort

-

The therapists' assumptions about
disclosure during therapy sessions
Clients’ Disclosure with the LSB

-

LSB visual structure
A point of interest to the therapists was about how the LSB allows the
clients to observe their lives from the outside. All six therapists were in
agreement on this point.
"when a person has their story in front of them it gives them some
distance so that they can see it kind of like an observer "
(Therapist 1)
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'it helps them remove themselves from being in the crazy making or the
crisis. It helps them be removed and then be in a position outside looking
in and to kinda have that control"
(Therapist 5)
"Separating themselves from the issue right? And they are viewing from
the outside inside,"
(Therapist 6)

Therapists stated that the visual structure of the LSB facilitates the
organization of life events and experiences. Clients could focus better on what
they were talking about and depicted their stories without going from one topic to
another, thus helping the therapist to have a better understanding of what the
clients were talking about.
"There was people she mentioned I thought they were in Winnipeg and
having influence in her life and those people were actually in another
country"
"So ok these people are in another country but they are still actively
involved in her life and she is still interested in their life"
(Therapist 2)

"when you make them focus on the board, there are so many things going
on in the head, so once you put it down on the board, so it gives them
more focus and they can link things together"
(Therapist 4)

"I have a lot of clients who are dealing with trauma, it’s the timeline; they
can start where they want to start so it makes them feel safe in terms of
where they want to begin”
(Therapist 5)
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There were two therapists who used the LSB after they tried other tools
without any success. Another therapist also mentioned he used it when clients
had difficulty talking. Below are therapists’ quotations.
"How I initially used it was I would pick certain clients who I felt either
weren’t going anywhere clinically, or they couldn’t see the larger picture in
terms of problem solving."
"if they were coming in and consistently it was the same issue being
brought up, and if I was using different theories and approaches and it
wasn’t – they still weren’t grasping the reasons why and like reflecting,
then I would use the LSB."
(Therapist 5)

"When other things don’t work and when I am stuck, so it is like it helps to
discover other things that can help you and it gives uh when clients have
difficulty identifying issues"
(Therapist 3)

Another therapist used the LSB to assist some of his clients with trauma to
focus by visualizing things on the board; in his opinion clients with trauma have
greater difficulty thinking rationally.
"to visualize how things go and how life go and to make them focus
especially with people who have been traumatized"
“their process of thinking is not really there and they just jump from topic to
topic" “people who are traumatized one of the challenge in terms of
trauma is probably the lack of concentration, the loss of focus, the memory
loss of things. But with the board itself working through that timeline, it
helps them to bring those things back into the forefront”
(Therapist 5)
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Therapist comfort. In preparation for the session before the client arrived
two therapists out of six set up the LSB with cards related to the client’s
information which they already knew from the first or second session. Another
one would not set up the LSB with all the pieces but instead would prepare what
he thought he might use or need, so as to avoid the distraction of having to look
for pieces during the therapy session and save time. The rest had used the LSB
several times and would use it with no previous set-up.
One of the therapists reported feeling distracted with the LSB during the
therapy session and another one reiterated that this happened in some
occasions.
"Well for me, I’m more present to the whole person when I don’t have the
LSB there cuz we’re busy with pieces and figuring out what is what, so to
me there was less focus on the individual and what they were processing
or discussing."
(Therapist 1)
"But if you are doing intensive talking about issues you want to be present
instead of looking at the board and being distracted so it depends."
(Therapist 2)

The six therapists confirmed that to use the LSB requires certain
conditions. A session takes longer and it demands additional work. It also
requires sufficient table space in the office. One of the therapists emphasized
that he would use the LSB all the time if he could hang it on the wall, because of
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a lack of table surface in his office. Therapists also recognized how the LSB
helps both the client and the therapist.
"because I set it up myself it gave me time to go through the pieces
myself, and get familiarized with the pieces I have on the board "
(Therapist 2)

"it’s kinda easier for the client to do—to see, but it’s kinda harder for me
cuz I’ll be doing the whole work on the client just laying down their
thoughts and things like that so in a way…"
"With life board it’s gonna take time, longer but the client actually benefit
from that"
(Therapist 5)

The therapists' assumptions about disclosure during therapy sessions
Clients’ disclosure. Some of the therapists realized that clients had
disclosed something for the first time ever. Others assumed that this disclosure
usually happens during the therapy sessions with or without the LSB. It came as
a surprise to many to learn about these first-time revelations in the final focus
group.
"it’s their story, their life and replaying that on the board for you "

"So actually I think one of the sessions helped him with the LSB to divulge
something that had been struggling with to really talk about"
(Therapist 6)
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"having the story on the board, could trigger other I guess hidden
memories that maybe the clients says “oh yeah this happened!” that I
guess unconsciously, somewhere in the back of their mind having the

picture there could trigger those memories sometimes for them to
disclose"
(Therapist 2)
"they are seeing it on the board so it is easier." (Without LSB) "So it was
very confusing and it was too many issues, too many things happening in
her life”
(Therapist 3)

"It’s in their mind but like you know all these years they’re hidden there but
once they talk about it and it’s in front of them and they visual it, they will
disclose it."
(Therapist 4)
All participant clients reported in the follow-up interviews that the
LSB facilitated the process of communication, helped to release hidden or
uncomfortable life events and experiences, and assisted their therapist to
understand them better.
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Chapter V: Discussion

Individuals who have been exposed to difficult life events may have
personal discomfort verbalizing and disclosing sensitive details related to those
difficult events when they are with mental health professionals at a therapy,
psychotherapy, counselling, or other type of session. The purpose of this study
was to find out if the LSB as a visual tool helps in this process, if it reduces
clients’ feelings of discomfort during the therapy sessions. In addition, this study
sought to examine how the LSB contributes to clients’ change experience in
treatment even under feelings of discomfort. The main questions for the clients
were these: What did or did not facilitate disclosure of difficult life events during
the session with the LSB? What could have worked better to assist the session
and the process of disclosure?

While analyzing the data the focus was on the emerging themes. Could
they help find out what was new or different from what is already known about
the LSB and its uses, its advantages or disadvantages, in therapy? It was
expected that the emerging data from this research might be able to identify
“what was going on,” as recommended by Corbin and Strauss (2008), in order to
identify what information was new or unknown or/and common within the
participating clients when they described their LSB session experiences.
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The content analysis approach added to the richness of the interviews,
data collection, and analysis by providing further insight into the clients’
experiences and how they felt during and after the session with the LSB. The
focus of this discussion of the research is on the validation of the conceptual
framework of the process of sharing or disclosing using the LSB and the
validation of the answers to the research questions.
The clients were immigrants, refugees, and aboriginal residents of the
Point Douglas neighbourhood in Winnipeg. The group in general had low levels
of education, literacy, and income, and hence, were not as articulate as others
might have been about their experience with the LSB.
During the therapy sessions the elements of the client’s past and the
interrelated issues were depicted on the LSB to share with the therapist and to
view themselves. In terms of comfort, the initial impressions of the clients
indicated that most felt uncomfortable when they observed themselves on the
board and they had to confront themselves and their past. Once the sessions
progressed, all clients felt more comfortable with the LSB and it enabled other
‘pathways’ or dimensions to the conversation--visual and verbal, and opened up
for the client a ‘reflective’ process related to his/her own externalized material.
The visual structure of the LSB helps the clients to remember the past,
visualize their life on the board, and organize events and experiences in
chronological order. For instance, when one of the clients commented on how
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she saw herself on the LSB by comparing herself with a role play, the client was
reflective and thoughtful, and was able to see her life from the outside.
In addition, an understanding of process by the therapist is present when
viewing the unfolding of the storyboard within a therapy session. It allows the
therapist to improve construction of the clients’ experience. For example in one
case a therapist, who had seen her client in several therapy sessions before
using the LSB, was only able to fully understand that some of the people who
had influence on her client’s life were actually living in another country when they
used the LSB.
The client’s life story is reconstructed in layers in the therapy session
The therapist guides the session and the client tells and reconstructs the
story, piece by piece. Through this process the client reflects on his/her personal
life by placing him/herself out of the story and visualizing the panorama of their
life from the outside, and the therapist comprehends and understands more and
more of the client’s life story. As a result, effective therapeutic communication is
achieved when the client perceives the therapist’s understanding of their
situation. This process generates a therapeutic relationship based on
understanding and dialogue between client and therapist. This is what Duncan
and Miller refer to as an “alliance.”
According to Farber, both therapist and client are active in the therapy
setting, observing, and interpreting clients’ thoughts, feelings, and behavior and
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both participate to co-create meaning and observe the nature of what is being
created (Farber, 2003).
The three paths of communication are given by the LSB, the therapist, and
the client. In other words, the therapy technique is represented by the LSB as a
visual tool, the extra-therapeutic factor which includes the client and his/her
environment, and the therapist and his/her ability to develop a therapeutic
relationship. These three paths of communication originate and facilitate levels of
comfort where the client is able to experience a change during the session and
disclose difficult life events.

Disclosure
The occurrence of disclosure in a therapeutic context is facilitated by the
use of the LSB during therapy sessions. Clients felt that this act of sharing was
significant and positive whether as catharsis, or indicative of the strength of the
therapeutic relationship.
Clients with limited literacy, cultural barriers, and discomfort verbalizing
and disclosing sensitive information related to difficult events are not uncommon
in the clinical context. Figure 13 summarizes how client comfort, with or without
the LSB, can influence outcomes. During the therapy session they can
experience sharing, disclosure, and empowerment, generating outcomes for
either assessment (such as research data and information) or for therapeutic and
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healing potential (such as emotional healing, catharsis, expressive therapy,
awareness, and behavioural change).

Figure 17. Disclosure Pathways/change that clients experience in treatment (Rob
Chase, 2012)

Limitations of the study
The concerns about small sample sizes used in qualitative research relate
mainly to the generalization of the findings. The purpose of the present study was
not to generalize the findings. The primary aim of this study was to understand
how clients in therapy sessions experienced the use of the LSB as a tool to
assist them in disclosing difficult life experiences.
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This study has a few limitations. It was conducted by a novice qualitative
researcher who developed the interview guide, conducted all interviews,
designed the content of the two focus groups, and guided the discussions. The
researcher prepared observation notes and distributed them among therapists to
get additional information about clients. The researcher also carried out
strategies such as constant review of the transcripts and involved the expertise of
a committee member during the data analysis stage to minimize potential bias.
This was also the first opportunity for the thesis advisor to play that role.
The collection of the data did not depend only on the researcher; it also
required active participation of the therapists. The group of therapists that was
already trained in LSB methods was very slow in implementing the use of the
LSB and therefore the process of data collection with clients through the followup interviews took longer than initially expected.
It was more difficult to find literature about the actual experience of clients
during therapy sessions with a tool such as the LSB. This lack of prior research
on the experiences of clients using visual tools with the LSB’s characteristics to
assist with disclosing difficult life events limited comparisons between other
visual tools and the LSB.
In addition, equal representation from all four programs at Mount Carmel
Clinic was not possible particularly because some clients belong to programs like
the one for the homeless, and it was uncertain whether they would return to the
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next session. According to Miller, 80% of clients do not come back after the 1st
session (S. D. Miller et al., 1997a)
Also several administrative changes occurred at MCC during the time of
the research and this affected the use of the LSB; for example, some of the
therapists moved from one office to another and their space was smaller. One
therapist was reassigned to a different program and the use of the LSB was not
possible for a number of months.
Despite the limitations of this study, the findings provide insight into the
perceptions of seven clients who attended therapy sessions at MCC. The
findings can serve as a guide to develop future studies in terms of what must be
included in the research, things such as what additional information the
interviews should contain, or what kinds of incentives would be more effective in
recruiting participants and encouraging the active use of the LSB. At the same
time, this research is informative about what worked well and what would be
unnecessary for future researchers.

Recommendations and Implications
The findings of this study confirm the emerging use of the LSB to enhance
clients’ experiences during therapy sessions, in particular for those that have had
difficult life experiences.
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The findings can be the foundation for future research with extended
sampling. It is recommended that feedback from clients to therapist be
implemented by adopting Duncan, Miller, and colleagues’ “Session Rate Scale”
(SRS) after each single session in future research of this kind to motivate the
therapist on the use of the new tool. The SRS was not developed for research
purposes but instead to assist the therapist in improving alliance: the relationship
with the client. According to these authors, the SRS demonstrated that “a positive
alliance is one of the best predictors of outcome.” The SRS contains questions
about the session such as “I felt heard, understood, and respected,” and “We did
not work or talk about what I wanted to work on or talk about” (Duncan et al.,
2003). In this research the therapists only knew how clients felt using the LSB
during the final focus group. Had they known how the clients perceived the use of
the LSB and the positive impact it had on the clients, they would have used it
more often, not just as an obligation to the research project. Future research with
an extended sample size is necessary to scope out and conceptualize different
topics such as collection of actual life experience data with the LSB and other
possible uses of the LSB. It could also be developed to explore the experiences
of clients who are of similar age, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and have a
similar severity of problems.
Future research should also evaluate therapy sessions using the LSB in
light of Miller, Duncan, and Hubble’s four common therapeutic elements. They
found that in any kind of therapy, regardless of the orientation, model, treatment
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approach, or the variety of techniques used, there were four common therapeutic
elements: a) extra therapeutic aspects, b) the technique, c) relationship between
client and therapist, and d) expectancy for the change.
Table 6 illustrates the relation of the themes and subthemes that emerged from
this research revealing that currently the four elements were partially present
during the therapy sessions in the following four ways: a) extra therapeutic
aspects (this relates to the clients and their environment, their feelings, and their
attitude toward the therapy). It is known that independent of the technique used
in therapy and the relationship between the client and the therapist; the client’s
expectation for change will only happen if the client takes volition to change.
However, using the LSB provides the client with an opportunity to visualize in an
organized way what happened in his/her past, and this opens the opportunity for
reflection; b) the technique (LSB and its visual structure); c) the relationship
between client and therapist (Effective Communication); and d) expectancy for
change (Clients’ Disclosure with the LSB and how they feel later).
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Table 6. Summary of Major Themes Grouped by the Four Therapeutic
Elements.
Group

Theme

Extra therapeutic Aspects

The Client

The Technique

LSB Visual Structure

Relationship Between
Client and Therapist

Effective Communication

Expectancy for change

Clients’ Disclosure with the LSB

Conclusion
Development of the Researcher
The research. The review of literature found a number of visual tools
used in therapy but little about the clients’ experience using visual tools. Among
these visual tools were the Sandtray, Darryl the cartoon, the life chart, the “Tree
of Life,” the ecomaps, and the Human figure drawing. There are several
differences and similarities between these and the LSB.
The Sandtray facilitates the process of communication with clients that
have difficulties verbalizing. Both the Sandtray and the LSB help to explore the
clients’ experiences, but they use different approaches. The Sandtray works
through spontaneous imaginative play using figurines while the LSB renders a
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visual representation of the client’s situation as shared in the session through the
process of co-construction with the therapist.
The Lifeline Chart has similarities with the LSB in the sense that it uses a
timeline. But it is different because the LSB’s timeline can be used from before
birth, birth or any specific time of importance to the client while the Lifeline chart
goes from birth to the present. The lifeline helps in thinking about earlier life
events but was developed to monitor stress and change.
The Tree of Life is also a visual tool with more similarities to the LSB than
others. It is a visual method and it may be helpful where verbal communication is
limited. It also situates people in their communities, both in the past and present,
and directs them to understand and draw on potential support within their social
networks letting them think about their relationships. In addition, even in cases
where loved ones have died, the Tree of Life is a way of helping them connect
with past hopes and resources that can continue to sustain them in their daily life.
On the other hand, it is different from the LSB because its purpose is to produce
a personal document that can be shared with other people in a group or beyond
it. The LSB is based on the assurance of confidentiality of the personal life each
individual has, where only the client and the therapist know what was discussed.
The interviews were conducted with clients until points of data saturation
were reached. The data collected from the follow-up interviews helped assess
how effective LSB methods are in assisting clients in disclosing personal
information about difficult life experiences. The data also provided answers to the
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research questions. Together with the data from the follow-up interviews, the
data collected from focus groups of therapists contributed to the affirmation that
the LSB is an effective visual tool in overcoming clients’ resistance to disclosure
of personal life events and experiences that they are unable or unwilling to
verbalize.
The researcher. As a novice qualitative researcher, I underwent
tremendous change from when I started the process of presenting my proposal
to the final document I have compiled here. The experience of developing this
research enriched me not only at a personal level but as a professional as well.
I feel I acquired better skills and more tolerance in dealing with frustration,
lack of motivation, and overwhelming moments. I gained the ability to be
persistent, to encourage myself to continue in spite of the difficulties the research
presented. I now feel confident in performing interviews mostly because my
technique has improved. In addition, I can also attest to a positive change in the
way I lead the baseline focus group where I was anxious and nervous before
since it was the first time I had ever conducted a focus group. In contrast, with
the second focus group, I felt confident and comfortable leading the discussions.
The experience of coding was also new for me and required a lot of reading and
dedication before the themes started to emerge from the data.

Although the use of the LSB requires more research, it is obvious that it
offers an additional resource for facilitating clarity and decisiveness in self86
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disclosure and life understanding for clients of therapy. The LSB and its pieces
provide visual and verbal meaning that can improve clients’ self-understanding.
Based on the analysis of the data from this study, it can be concluded that
the LSB assists in revealing a great number of factors affecting a client’s life. The
LSB technique as used in therapy sessions became an integral part of the
process with active participation of the client and the therapist. Participant clients
created a nonverbal representation of their difficult life events and experiences
The LSB can give clients a new way to personalize their difficult life
events, offering different ways for conversation between therapist and client. As
the therapist facilitates the session, both the therapist and the client can work on
the client’s life story on the Board to co-construct opportunities and possibilities.
Clients expressed insight regarding their own situation and the challenges they
had. They were able to identify influences that contributed to their frustration, lack
of accomplishment, and emotional pain. An essential advantage of the LSB as
illustrated in Figure 4, is that it allows for representation of a client’s feelings,
relationships, culture, family and friends, influences, strengthens, and
weaknesses.
The LSB is one of many therapeutic modalities, but it is the only one with
a visual structure that allows the client and the therapist in an organized way to
co-construct the life events and/or experiences to better understand and share
past life experiences of to the client. The LSB facilitates development of a
therapeutic relationship with respect, safety, acceptance, trust, and
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encouragement, whereby clients may more easily disclose their concerns without
fear of judgment or retribution. Therapists who integrate the LSB into their
practice should be trained and supervised until they become proficient in using
this powerful and novel visual technique as a clinical tool.
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Appendix A Interactions Markers Guide

ABUSIVE: P = PHYSICAL
E = EMOTIONAL

PLAIN/NORMAL
FRIENDSHIP/CLOSE

S = SEXUAL
FOCUSED ON

BEST FRIENDS
CUT OFF/

MANIPULATIVE

ESTRANGED
REPAIRED

CONTROLLING

DISTANT/POOR

LIMERENCE

LOVE

ABANDONED

IN LOVE

STRAINED

FUSED

SUPPORTIVE

POWER IMBALANCE
DISTRUST
NEGLECT
HOSTILE
NEVER MET

DISCORD/CONFLICT
JEALOUS

OTHER

NOTE: SYMBOLS MAY BE COMBINED AS NEEDED, FOR EXAMPLE, THIS
SHOWS ‘HOSTILE’ AND ‘DISTANT’
Robert M. Chase MD © 2012 Materials may not be replicated, repurposed or modified without permission.
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Appendix B Role Markers Guide

WORRY
Is there someone you worry for or are
concerned about?

ROLE MODEL
Is there someone you admire a lot
and want to be more like?

NURTURE
Who looks after you, takes care of you,
helps you grow?

TRUST
Who do you trust most with your
feelings, your secrets, and your
valuable things?
DANGER/FEAR
Is there someone you are afraid
of, or who is dangerous to you?

EMOTIONAL COMFORT
Who do you turn to for emotional
comfort, and your close heart
relationship?
LONGING
Is there someone you long for, and
wish you could be with?

SAFETY
Who can you turn to for help or
protection from danger?
SPIRITUAL GUIDE
Is there someone in your life who
provides spiritual guidance?

PROVIDING CARE
Is there someone you look after, out
of care, concern or responsibility?
ENEMY
Is there someone you feel hatred or
hostility towards, or from?
AUTHORITY
Does someone control you, or tell you what you
have to do?
HOMEMAKER
Who takes care of the home and family, makes
the meals, and does the chores?

TEACHER/MENTOR
Who takes a special interest in helping you learn,
and wants to teach you what they know?
PARENTIFIED CHILD
Is there a child who is expected to take care of a
parent, and/or other children?
FINANCIAL SUPPORTER
Who provides the money for what you need?

Robert M. Chase MD © 2012 Materials may not be replicated, repurposed or modified without permission
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Appendix C Consent forms for participating clients
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Appendix D Promotional poster
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Appendix E Informative Brochure
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Appendix F Consent Forms For Counsellors
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Appendix G Baseline Focus Group Guideline
Guiding Questions for Qualitative Research:
June, 2011 (1 ½ hours)
A focus group with eight participating counselors prior to the LSB’s sessions with clients
for this research.
Data from this focus group will inform about possible feelings and / or reactions
participants may experience while using LSB and for later contrast to observations made
using the LSB and data from Focus Group #2.
The main theme during focus group will be dialogue about their knowledge and
experience treating clients during their counseling sessions. That will include
observations related to feelings of their clients when remembering or talking about the
life events. Data from the focus group session will inform about possible feelings and / or
reactions participants may experience while using LSB.
Semi structured interview with open ended questions:
1. Understand general counselor practice
a) Tell us about your work experience throughout the years of practice as
counselor.
b) What are the common reasons clients come to see you?
c) What do you usually ask your clients when you first meet?
d) How a regular session is developed? You make questions and clients
responds or you ask for a topic (family, school, home, friends, other? Do
you have or follow a guide during the session?
e) What type of tools to do use during interview, assessment, or therapy
approaches?
f) How often is someone else involved in the session- e.g. translator, who?
g) How do you establish rapport with a client? Is there any difference
between genders or ages?
h) How do you listen to the client?
i) How do you get them to start to talk about matters relevant to the purpose
of the counselling sessions? Is this a challenge for the kinds of clients you
see?
2. Knowing the clients
a) What is usually the attitude of your clients when they come to see you?
b) What are the main topics clients find difficult to talk about?
c) What are the reasons that prevent them from talking?
d) Do your clients keep eye contact when they are talking to you? If not why
you think it happens?
e) What are the easier topics to talk about?
f) What is your perception about client’s self-esteem, do they usually have
low or high self-esteem?
g) What kind of clients you currently see most often in terms of age average,
nationality, gender, citizenship status.
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Appendix H Final Focus Group Guideline

Location: Mount Carmel Clinic, board meeting room, basement.
Participants: 6 counsellors out of 6 have confirmed.
Time: 1:00pm to 3:00pm
Questions:
About the Counsellor:
1. How was the LSB used in the sessions?
2. In comparison to sessions where you did not use the LSB, did you feel the
LSB had a different use in a counselling session?
If yes: Please describe the differences that you saw.
If no: Why do you think that you saw no difference? Was there any
particular aspect of the LSB that did not connect differently with
participants?
3. I would like each one to think of the other tools you mentioned in the
baseline FG that you used to facilitate the counselling process such as
Ecomap, Homework you left to clients, Play music, Prayer Smudging,
Meditation, Body drawing, Affirmation books, Medicine wheel, purification
ceremony and Sharing circles.

a. Please compare them with the LSB and share your thoughts. (You
can either mention similarities, differences, discrepancies….)
b. How has using the LSB changed or not your use or reliance on
other tools?
About Disclosure
4. How do you perceive the LSB process as a way to facilitate
communication with your clients and their sharing of difficult life
experiences?
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5. Clients mentioned in the follow-up interviews that in the LSB sessions they
told you things they had never told anyone before, not even you in
previous appointments.
Were you aware of this?
If yes: What do you think the reason for that was?

About the counselling session with LSB
6. I have brought a few comments from each one of the clients I have
interviewed. I will read them in no particular order:
“I think it has more meaning than just saying the words and stuff, when
you can see an actual visual of what you’re trying to do”
“I felt good using it because it lifted a lot of weight off my shoulders”
“I know she has understood me much better and she has put all the things
there and is a significant help”
“My life story is there on the LSB so I can see everything”.
“In the one on one conversation you can go all over the map. You can go
here, you can talk from this thing, you can stop this…but in here,
everything is organized”
What do you think about these quotations? What aspects of the LSB
during the counselling session do you think made your clients feel this
way?
7. One client described that the LSB is like ‘role play’ and said this makes it
easier to tell her story in a meaningful way.
Do you see what she meant by this?
8. How have you observed clients’ process with the LSB?
If you see an effect in the LSB sessions, how do you distinguish between
the effect of your presence and influence, and the influence of
storyboarding as a visual process?
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9. Why or why not will you use the LSB in the future? (Please do not think
about being part of the research where consent forms were necessary and
follow-up interviews were required.)
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Appendix I Field Notes
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Appendix J Follow up interview guide with MCC Clients

The interview will be recorded. No personal information about the LSB
session will be asked for. Questions will be about your experience with the
LSB.
1. Questions about the client:
a) Age:

Gender:

Origin:

Nationality:

b) Have you had a counselling session before without the LSB?
c) How many LSB sessions did you have?
One___

two___

three ___

more ___

2. Questions about the counselling session with the LSB
a) What did you like about the session?
b) What did you dislike about the session?
c) Did the LSB activity help the session? If so, how? If not, why not?
d) Tell me if you feel the LSB contributes to confidentiality about you and
your life situations?
e) How would a counselling session using the LSB compare with one not
using it?
f) After the session (s) what kind of emotions or personal reaction did you
have because of the LSB activity?
g) Did you share the experience with anyone?

h) Would you recommend a session with the LSB? If so, why? If not why
not?
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i) During the session with the LSB, were you able to talk about things
you had never talked about before? If so, why?
j) Did the LSB help you in remembering things or situations? If so, how?

k) How did you feel during the LSB session(s): were you comfortable or
did you feel intimidated? Please explain.
l) How can the LSB be a tool to help a counselor to get a picture of a
person like you?
m) Did you feel like you were understood in what you were talking about?
If so, why? If not, why not?
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